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■ Benefits

Digital time switches Mini

The digital time switch Mini with a width of only 1 MW and its hour, 
day and week program is particularly ideal for replacing 1 MW time 
switches in distribution boards with limited space.

Digital time switches: Top, Profi, Astro and Expert

Whether you are programming locally using the text-assisted 
programming, or sitting comfortably in front of your PC, the task is 
quicker and easier with the digital time switches; Top, Profi and Astro 
and Expert.

Simple operation 

Four programming pushbuttons offer user-friendly assistance with a 
text menu

Clearly legible display

And if you need to change the settings of the digital time switch at 
the back of a dark control cabinet, the integral background lighting 
of the display and the lighting of the control elements offer a clear 
overview. 

Problem-free commissioning

You can get started with the programming straight away. Time, date 
and automatic daylight savings for Central Europe are already set on 
delivery for the digital time switches, Profi, Astro and Expert 

Clear contrast

In order to maintain an overview even in bad light conditions and 
extreme temperatures, the contrast of the display can be adjusted.

Convenient programming

It has never been so easy and uncomplicated to operate and pro-
gram a digital time switch.

1-channel time switches allow input of up to 56 switching programs, 
2-channel time switches allow up to 28 programs per channel and 
4-channel time switches up to 84 programs per channel. This means 
that the time switches Profi, Astro and Expert are ideally equipped 
for even the most complex of tasks.

Each entry required is clearly indicated so that you don't even need 
the operating instructions. And, particularly practical: you can even 
program the digital time switches without the supply voltage being 
applied. 

The digital time switches Profi, Astro and Expert can do more than 
switch reliably. Numerous integrated convenience functions make 
them versatile and simple problem solvers.

A data key enables easy programming of the digital time switches 
Profi, Astro and Expert at a PC, simplifies the setting of time switch 
programs and saves enormous amounts of time. The data key pre-
vents errors and enables time switch programs to be copied to other 
digital time switches.

Astro function

With their Astro function, the digital time switches Astro and Expert 
have one great strength: the exact time of sunrise and sunset is 
available for every location and every day in the year. This means, 
for example, that the connected outer lighting is only switched on 
when it is dark – whether it is winter when the days are shorter or in 
summer when the days are much longer. The benefits are obvious:
• Cost-savings, because electricity is only used when the lighting is 

really needed, and because this prolongs the service life of the 
lighting itself. Particularly in the case of dawn/dusk-dependent 
lighting controls. 

• Safety and convenience, because the light is always switched on 
when it's dark.

• Ease-of-use, because the digital time switch doesn't have to be 
reprogrammed throughout the year.

• Installation couldn't be easier, because the digital time switches 
work in the distribution board. No further need for laborious cable 
laying to the light sensors. The compact digital time switch Astro 
with 2 MW series is ideally suited for retrofitting or replacement.

It goes without saying that the digital time switches Astro and Expert 
don't just switch at dawn and dusk. They also support complex, 
combined programs. You always have the choice between astro-
nomically calculated and individually set switching times, which can 
also be combined.

PC programming

The digital time switches Profi, Astro and Expert support plug-in data 
keys. This provides even greater safety and convenience.
• For example, the data key lets you read out a program from a dig-

ital time switch, copy it to a PC, where it can be saved and edited 
– or simply transfer it to another digital time switch. Several differ-
ent types of data keys can be used. and it will only take seconds 
to change programs.

• A backup copy ensures fast service. So if a time switch has been 
interfered with, you can simply transfer the stored program back 
to the digital time switch.
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USB adapter

The digital time switch Profi, Astro and Expert are easy to program 
using the USB adapter and the respective software using the data 
key. This enables the simple and fast creation of complicated time 
switch programs. Storing and copying time switch programs are 
also child's play. Thanks to the standard user interface, based on 
MS-Office, there is no need for laborious program training.

• You can create switching programs for digital time switches easily 
and conveniently at the PC in the comfort of your own home, store 
it on the data key and transfer it to the digital time switch on site.

• But not only do you save time when creating and transferring 
programs, but also during maintenance.

■ Functions

Week programs

Week programs are programs designed to be repeated regularly 
every week, e.g. light control, heating control. A week program 
comprises an On/Off time and assigned ON-/and OFF days 

Year programs

Year programs are programs that are only to be executed within a 
defined period of validity. They overlap with the week programs of 
the same channel according to an OR operation. The period of
validity is specified by entering the start and end date. Year 
programs are valid from the start date, 00:00:00 to the end date, 
24:00:00. The start date must be prior to the end date. Within their 
period of validity, the year programs act as week programs. Outside 
their period of validity, year programs have no influence on the 
switching behavior. 

Exception programs

Exception programs have a higher priority as week and year pro-
grams, so thatwhile week programs and year programs of the same 
channel will not be executed within the period of validity of an excep-
tion program, other exception programs will. The different exception 
programs overlap according to an OR operation. 

Operating hours meter

For commercial fields of application in particular, it is often neces-
sary to establish the running time of the switched load, e.g. lighting. 
The operating hours meter shows the total ON time per channel and 
the date of the last reset.

Pulse function (1-channel time switches)

With the pulse function, up to 84 start times and a pulse duration can 
be programmed. The pulse duration can be set between 1 s and 
59 min 59 s.

Random function

If the random function is activated, the set switching times are shift-
ed within a range of +/- 30 mins.

Vacation period function

In the vacation period function, the vacation period are set with start 
and end date. If the vacation period function is activated, the digital 
time switch does not carry out any programmed switching com-
mands during the set vacation period but, depending on the respec-
tive input, is set to "CONTINUOUSLY OFF" or "CONTINUOUSLY ON". 
At the end of the specified vacation period, the digital time switch 
automatically resumes execution of the switching commands ac-
cording to the programmed switching times.

Cycle function

With the digital time switch Expert, channel 1 has an additional op-
tion of "cyclic switching". The term "cyclic switching" means that with-
in a specific period, the time switch is switched on for a specific ON 
time. This period can be adjusted from 2 s to 2 h and the ON time 
from 1 s to 1 h.

Control input

The delay time that can be set in the control input enables an addi-
tional switching of the relay, parallel to the switching program. The 
delay time can be set between 0 s and 23 min 59 s. The delay time 
starts as soon as the voltage drops out at the control input.

1 h-test

The "1 H-TEST" function can be used for simulating switching. If the 
"1 H-TEST" function is activated, the switching outputs are switched 
for one hour. At the end of the specified time, the digital time switch 
automatically resumes execution of the switching commands 
according to the programmed switching times.

PIN code

Input and programming can be disabled using a four-digit 
PIN-CODE




